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Abstract

The present research contributed to a better understanding of how check-all-that-

apply (CATA) questions work by examining the relationship between likelihood of

selecting a term and perceived attribute intensity. Seven consumer studies were con-

ducted (147–157 people per study) using within-subjects experimental designs

where participants twice evaluated the same set of stimuli on the same set of terms

(or attributes), respectively with CATA questions and intensity scaling (7-point cate-

gory scale; 1 = “not at all,” 7 = “extremely”). As a function of perceived intensity,

the average CATA citation frequency tended to follow a sigmoidal-like relationship

where likelihood of selecting a CATA term increased more slowly at the extreme

ends of the intensity scale (1–2 and 6–7) and linearly otherwise. This illuminates why

for a given term, CATA questions are less suited for discriminating between samples

that are of similar “low” or “high” intensity.

Practical Applications

CATA questions are popular for sensory product characterization tasks with con-

sumers. Despite their simplicity, they accurately discriminate among samples, and

term citation frequency is a proxy for perceived intensity, albeit not a direct measure

hereof. Versatility and applicability of CATA questions to characterize diverse stimuli

using diverse types of terms/attributes was demonstrated. By showing that likeli-

hood of CATA term selection typically increases with perceived intensity according

to a sigmoidal-like shape, the present research shows that CATA terms best discrimi-

nate between samples when these vary in intensity rather than being of similar “low”
or “high” perceived intensity.

1 | INTRODUCTION

Check-all-that-apply (CATA) questions are frequently used for

consumer-derived sensory product characterizations (Jaeger &

Ares, 2022). In such tasks, consumers are presented with a list of

terms (or attributes) and select those that apply to the presented sam-

ple, and term citation frequency (or frequency of term selection) is cal-

culated across participants to derive profiling information. While

studies using CATA questions for applied research are plentiful, a cen-

tral question has remained somewhat neglected: what do CATA term

citation frequencies measure?

Despite their simplicity, CATA questions have been reported to

accurately discriminate among samples (Jaeger & Ares, 2022). Several

studies have reported that citation frequency is a proxy for perceived

intensity, albeit not a direct measure hereof (Bruzzone et al., 2012;

Choi & Lee, 2019; Jaeger, Chheang, et al., 2020; Oliveira et al., 2018;
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Reinbach et al., 2014; Vidal et al., 2021). If for a given term (X), the

citation frequency for two samples (A and B) are XA and XB, then the

average intensity of X can be inferred to be higher in A than B if

XA > XB. The ability of CATA questions to discriminate among samples

in a given sensory attribute can be explained considering that asses-

sors do not always select all the CATA terms they perceive in a spe-

cific sample, but only those that exceed a person-, category-, and

attribute-specific threshold (Jaeger, Beresford, et al., 2020). Thus,

when CATA question responses are pooled across many consumers,

relative differences emerge between samples can be identified based

on term citation frequency.

In this context, the aim of the present research was to continue

investigations into how CATA questions work. The study aimed at

exploring the relationship between the likelihood of selecting a term

in a CATA question and perceived attribute intensity. For this pur-

pose, direct comparisons of consumers' responses to CATA questions

and intensity scales when evaluating identical samples using identical

terms were performed. Based on past findings, it was expected that

the likelihood of CATA term selection will increase with perceived

intensity. Moreover, drawing on the relationship between stimulus

strength and perceived intensity often established in psychophysics

(e.g., Lawless & Heymann, 2010; Mather, 2022), it was probable that

the relationship be sigmoidal (or S-shaped). That is, the likelihood of

selecting a CATA term was expected to slowly increase for low and

high perceived intensities, whereas a linear relationship was expected

in the middle of the scale. Results are expected to contribute to the

interpretation of results from CATA questions, contributing to the

development of guidelines for best practice.

Since previous related studies have used tasted stimuli and been

conducted in CLT settings, the present research deliberately used

visual stimuli (images of foods and beverages) and were largely

conducted as online surveys. The growing reliance on online surveys

in consumer research (e.g., Jaeger & Cardello, 2022; Menon &

Muraleedharan, 2020) supports this, as does the increasing dominance

of electronic media and exposure to food and beverage stimuli herein.

Motivated by the “beyond liking” paradigm, where food-related con-

sumer research increasingly extends beyond the sensory and affective

domain into emotions, conceptualizations, and situational appraisals

(e.g., Meiselman et al., 2022), the present research also included such

“non-sensory” terms. Collectively, these extensions relative to past

research increase the ability to generalize findings, and in turn, further

support the popularity of CATA questions for consumer-driven prod-

uct characterization (Meiselman et al., 2022).

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

A total of seven studies were conducted (Table 1) and apart from

using different product categories (and accompanying terms), the

studies were highly similar. Within-subjects experimental designs

were used in all studies, and participants completed both the CATA

and intensity scaling tasks in a single research session.

2.1 | Participants

Seven studies were conducted, each with 147–157 participants

(48%–51% female, 18–69 years old) from New Zealand (see Data S1

for further details). Consumers from Auckland who were registered on

a database maintained by a recruitment agency took part in Studies

1 and 2 (CLTs). National coverage was achieved for participants in

Studies 3–7 (online surveys). Participants in these studies had self-

TABLE 1 Overview of studies included in the research. All studies were conducted in New Zealand as CLTs (Studies 1 and 2) or online
surveys (Studies 3–7).

Study Stimuli Stimuli description Location (N consumers)

1 8 fresh fruit Photographs of real fruit. “Large” stimuli differences

(e.g., banana, cherries, pineapple)

CLT (147)

2 9 yellow-fleshed kiwifruit Artist renditions of fruit. “Medium” stimuli differences

relating to skin color, core size, seeds, and fruit flesh

CLT (157)

3 8 fresh fruit Identical to Study 1 Online (152)

4 9 yellow-fleshed kiwifruit Identical to Study 2 Online (152)

5 9 green-fleshed kiwifruit Artist renditions of fruit. “Medium” stimuli differences

relating to skin color, core size, seeds, and fruit flesh

Online (152)

6 7 milk (dairy, plant-based) Photographs of small cups of dairy milk and plant-

based alternatives. “Small” stimuli differences

relating to milk color based on ingredient (e.g., soy,

cashew, oat)

Online (153)

7 7 red wine Photographs of red wine in glasses. “Small” stimuli

differences relating to color based on quality,

vineyard, and country

Online (152)

Note: Within-subjects experimental designs were used in all studies, with participants evaluating the stimuli (product images in color) once using CATA

questions and once using 7-point category intensity scales (1 = “not at all,” 7 = “extremely”). The terms used in each study are listed in Table 2. Figure 1

has exemplar product images (Data S1 has all images).

Abbreviations: CATA, check-all-that-apply; CLT, central location test.
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registered on a database managed by a web panel provider with ISO

20252:2019 accreditation (International Organization for

Standardization, 2019).

2.1.1 | Human participants ethics statement

All studies were covered by a general approval for sensory and con-

sumer research obtained from the Human Research Ethics Committee

at the New Zealand Institute for Plant and Food Research (PFR).

Informed consent was obtained, and financial compensation given.

Participants were aware that their identities would remain anonymous

and that they were free to leave the study at any time.

2.2 | Stimuli and terms

The same stimuli and terms were used in both experimental condi-

tions. Images of foods and beverages were used as stimuli (Figure 1).

The studies included 7, 8, or 9 stimuli (Table 1) and the differences

between stimuli varied between studies from “large” (fresh fruit) to

“medium” (kiwifruit) to “small” (milk, wine) (Data S1 shows all stimuli).

Identical samples were used in Studies 1 and 3 (fresh fruit), CLT and

online and Studies 2 and 4 (yellow kiwi, CLT, and online). The images

were photos or artist impressions and were without copyright restric-

tions or used with prior approval (Data S1 has full details).

Table 2 lists the terms (or attributes) used in each study (n = 12

or 13) and their classification as “sensory” (n = 5–9) or “non-sensory”
(n = 3–7). This classification did not impact on data collection and the

TABLE 2 Product characterization terms used in each of the
seven studies from Table 1 (S1–S7).

Product
imagesa Type of termb Terms

S1, S3: Fresh

fruit

Sensory (6) Hard, Juicy, Seeds, Soft, Sweet,

Tart/acidic

Non-sensory (6) Boring, Convenient, Exciting,

Familiar, Inconvenient, Novel

S2, S4:

Yellow-

fleshed

kiwifruit

Sensory (10) Dry, Hard, Juicy, Kiwifruit flavor,

Large core, Seeds, Soft, Sour/

acidic, Sweet, Tropical flavor

Non-sensory (3) Exciting, Sophisticated,

Unfamiliar

S5: Green-

fleshed

kiwifruit

Sensory (9) Dry, Hard, Juicy, Kiwifruit flavor,

Large core, Seeds, Soft, Sour/

acidic, Sweet

Non-sensory Exciting, Sophisticated,

Unfamiliar

S6: Milk

(cow,

plant-

based)

Sensory (9) Creamy appearance, Golden

color, Gray color, Nutty taste,

Oat/grain taste, Sweet taste,

Thin appearance, Watery

appearance, White color

Non-sensory (3) Healthy, Natural, Refreshing

S7: Red wine Sensory (5) Brown color/hue, Complex

flavor, Pink color/hue, Purple

color/hue, Simple flavor

Non-sensory (7) Cheap, Classy, Feminine, Goes

well with many foods,

Masculine, Modern, Traditional

Note: The terms are listed (alphabetical order) by group classification

(sensory or non-sensory).
aThe same terms were used in Studies 1 and 3 (fresh fruit) and Studies 2

and 4 (yellow-fleshed kiwifruit).
bThe numbers of terms are shown between brackets.

F IGURE 1 Examples of images used as product stimuli in the
research, shown by study: (a) Study 1 and 3, (b) Study 2 and
4, (c) Study 5, (d) Study 6, and (e) Study 7.
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two types of terms were not presented in separate CATA questions/

blocks of rated attributes. This decision was justified by the recom-

mendation to not use CATA questions with <10–12 terms (Jaeger &

Ares, 2022). The terms were based on the authors' product-relevant

experience and extant literature (e.g., Cardello et al., 2022; Jaeger

et al., 2019; Jaeger, Roigard, et al., 2020; Longo et al., 2020;

Thomson, 2016).

2.3 | Empirical procedures

Within studies, one-half of participants completed the CATA task

before the rating task, while the other half of participants completed

the rating task before the CATA task. The average time to complete

the two product evaluation tasks varied by study and ranged between

6 and 8.5 min. Completion of the two tasks was separated by filler

tasks which lasted 5–8 min. These filler tasks and other additional

tasks also completed in the same sessions are not considered further

for lack of relevance to the current research.

For each stimulus, participants were instructed to look at the

product image (according to Table 1). When answering CATA ques-

tions, the question was “Which of the following attributes do you

expect to describe this sample? Please select all the attributes that

apply.” For intensity rating, the elicitation question was “At what

intensity do you expect to perceive the following attributes?” When

responding using paper ballots (CLT conditions, Studies 1 and 2) the

supplementary instruction was to select one answer for each attri-

bute, while in online surveys (Studies 3 to 7), the supplementary

instruction was “please adjust the marker to indicate your response

on the scale.” Category scales were used, with seven response

options and end-point anchors only (1 = “not at all” and 7 =

“extremely”). In the CLT studies, the verbal anchors were positioned

to the left and right of the scale while in the online surveys the

anchors were positioned above the scale and vertically aligned with

the two extreme points of the scale. In the online studies, the visual

layout of the scale partially resembled a line scale since the boxes

were connected with a line which changed color when a response

was made to show degree of perceptual intensity (Data S1 contains

visual examples of the data collection and ballot variations).

Studies 1 and 2 were conducted under CLT conditions using a

stapled booklet of pen-and-paper ballots with one stimulus per page.

The stimuli were evaluated monadically according to designs based

on Williams' Latin Squares. The order of terms varied across and

within participants (Ares et al., 2015). Participants were seated in

standard sensory testing booths (white lighting, positive air flow,

20�C–22�C).

Studies 3–7 were conducted as online surveys. The stimuli were

presented in randomized order, as the order of terms was randomized

across and within participants. Once participants had completed eval-

uation of one stimulus they clicked on the “next” button to progress

the task. Participants completed the studies in a private location of

their choosing. Data S1 contains a data quality statement in accor-

dance with recommendations by Jaeger and Cardello et al. (2022)

regarding online survey research. This statement describes criteria

used for exclusion of participants who completed the surveys based

on indices that are linked to inferior data quality.

2.4 | Data analysis

The data from each study were analyzed separately, using the same

set of procedures. All data analyses were run on R software version

4.2.0 (R Core Team, 2022).

Because within-subjects experimental designs were used, it was

possible to designate some participants as “bad responders.” These

were defined a priori according to the logic that perceived intensity

should, on average, be higher when CATA terms are selected than

when they are not. For each participant this criterion was implemen-

ted by (1) calculating across all samples and all terms the average

intensity when CATA terms were selected (MCATA=1) and the average

when CATA terms were not selected (MCATA=0), (2) calculating the dif-

ference between these values as Mdiff = MCATA=1 � MCATA=0, and

(3) determining if Mdiff > 0. Only participants who satisfied this crite-

rion were retained for further analysis (i.e., participants were excluded

if Mdiff ≤ 0).

For descriptive purposes, range of average values (CATA citation

frequency and intensity) was calculated. Across retained participants,

the average CATA citation frequency was calculated for each scale

point on the 7-point intensity scale. The relationship between the two

sets of values was shown in tabular format or visualized using line

plots. Besides performing these analyses across all terms, analyses

were also performed across terms identified as sensory or non-

sensory (Table 2). Bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals based on

percentiles (5% and 95%) around citation proportions were calculated

considering 500 iterations.

3 | RESULTS

The criterion for excluding participants from analysis (Mdiff ≤ 0) varied

by study and was for S1–S7, respectively: 0%, 0.01%, 10.5%, 17.8%,

13.2%, 8.5%, and 11.2%. A difference between participant exclusion

in CLT and online studies (Studies 1–2 vs. 3–7) was, thus, apparent.

Cumulative histograms of the distribution of Mdiff (see Data S1)

showed study differences in the means and standard deviations for

Mdiff in support of person-to-person differences in the perceived

intensity at which CATA terms are selected.

Table 3 shows the range of CATA citation frequency and per-

ceived intensity across sensory attributes and samples for the seven

studies. It fitted expectations that the study where stimuli differences

were largest (fresh fruit) was also where the greatest range in average

responses were seen (e.g., when a study includes very different types

of fruit, it is expected that some are not very sweet while other are

very sweet). There was a difference between the two types of terms

(sensory and non-sensory) where the latter spanned less of the scale

range (on a study-by-study basis). Finally, the online studies (Studies
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3–7) were generally characterized by lower response values than

studies conducted in CLT settings (Studies 1 and 2).

Also in Table 3, it was seen that for most terms the likelihood of

selecting a CATA term when perceived intensity corresponded to the

maximum score largely differed from 100%. This corresponded with

Ares et al. (2014) who used eye-tracking technology to show that

consumers do not fixate their gaze on all the terms of a CATA ques-

tion for all samples.

Table 4 contains the key results relative to the stated research

aim. As predicted, CATA citation proportions increased with increased

perceived intensity following, more or less a sigmoidal curve.

Figure 2a–g show this, and the accompanying confidence intervals for

each scale point are in Data S1 (not included in Figure 2 to retain

visual clarity). In all the studies, the average CATA citation frequency

for a given intensity level (scale point) was always higher than the

value at the previous intensity level. However, the difference in cita-

tion proportions between consecutive intensity scores differed across

the scale, and differences were generally smaller in the extreme of the

scales compared with the middle rage (Table 4).

The CATA citation proportions corresponding to a certain per-

ceived intensity varied across studies and terms. Notably, the citation

proportion that corresponded to an intensity score was higher for

sensory terms than non-sensory terms (Table 4 and Figure 2a–g). It

was also observed that the line plots for sensory and non-sensory

terms evolved more or less in parallel in some studies (e.g., Figure 2a:

fresh fruit), but not in others (e.g., Figure 2e: green kiwi). Finally, dif-

ferences between the lines for sensory and non-sensory terms was

study-dependent and smaller in Study 6 (Figure 2f: milk) and Study

7 (Figure 2g: red wine) than the two studies with yellow kiwifruit

(Figure 2b: Study 2 and Figure 2d: Study 4).

4 | DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The present research aimed to contribute to the literature by provid-

ing additional insights into how CATA questions work when used by

consumers. Across multiple sets of data with images of foods and bev-

erages as stimuli, the relationship between the likelihood of selecting

a term and perceived attribute intensity was assessed.i The findings

inform recommendations regarding suitability of using CATA ques-

tions when ability to discriminate between a given set of stimuli is

paramount to achieving stated research objectives.

Fitting expectations, the relationship between perceived intensity

and CATA citation frequencies resembled a sigmoid curve. Specifi-

cally, if perceived intensity corresponded to the lowest range of the

scale (1–2), participants were unlikely to select a CATA term to

describe a sample. This suggested that CATA questions may not the

best methodological choice when for the discrimination of samples

with similar and low attribute intensity. In such situations, the use of

two-sample directed difference tests (2AFC; Lawless &

Heymann, 2010) which would require focus on a single attribute, may

TABLE 3 Results for the seven studies included in the research
(S1–S7), showing range of responses for the different experimental
conditions according to term type (“sensory” or “non-sensory”).

Study Type of term Range: CATAa Range: Ratingb

S1 Sensory 1.4–99.3 1.3–6.6

S2 Sensory 1.3–76.4 1.4–5.4

S3 Sensory 0.7–82.2 2.1–5.9

S4 Sensory 4.6–55.3 2.7–4.8

S5 Sensory 5.3–64.5 2.6–5.5

S6 Sensory 0.7–83.7 2.1–5.5

S7 Sensory 2.0–58.5 2.1–5.0

S1 Non-sensory 0.7–89.1 1.6–6.7

S2 Non-sensory 8.3–35.0 2.6–4.5

S3 Non-sensory 1.3–69.1 2.1–6.1

S4 Non-sensory 6.6–19.1 3.1–3.8

S5 Non-sensory 3.9–38.3 2.5–3.6

S6 Non-sensory 3.9–36.6 2.8–5.0

S7 Non-sensory 3.3–44.7 2.8–4.5

aCitation frequency from CATA (check-all-that-apply) questions can range

between 0% and 100%.
bAverage intensity ratings from 7-point category scales (1 = “not at all”;
7 = “extremely”).

TABLE 4 Average citation frequency from CATA questions (0% to 100%) at different intensity scores (1 = “not at all” to 7 = “extremely”) by
study (S1–S7), calculated across all samples and terms.

Intensity

score S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7

1 3.1 [2.0–4.1] 8.6 [6.7–10.7] 1.7 [1.0–2.8] 5.1 [3.5–6.5] 7.8 [4.8–12.9] 6.7 [5.4–7.9] 4.8 [3.4–6.6]

2 6.8 [5.3–8.5] 15.9 [13.7–18.0] 5.8 [4.2–7.5] 11.2 [9.0–13.6] 10.6 [8.5–12.9] 9.8 [7.9–11.6] 9.2 [7.2–11.2]

3 14.9 [12.1–18.0] 22.8 [20.7–25.0] 11.3 [9.1–13.9] 16.4 [13.3–20.8] 19.7 [16.9–22.7] 17.7 [14.6–20.8] 14.9 [12.7–17.6]

4 27.1 [24.0–30.9] 29.7 [27.0–32.2] 21.8 [18.5–25.3] 25.9 [21.9–30.3] 28.9 [24.6–33.5] 24.0 [20.9–27.2] 20.2 [18.0–22.8]

5 49.0 [45.7–52.1] 47.1 [44.0–49.9] 41.6 [37.9–45.6] 43.5 [38.0–49.2] 42.6 [37.4–48.0] 36.4 [31.9–40.8] 35.7 [31.9–39.5]

6 70.3 [67.0–73.8] 61.8 [57.6–65.8] 56.3 [49.6–62.5] 44.4 [34.8–55.0] 52.0 [44.1–59.3] 39.5 [33.3–46.9] 45.0 [37.0–54.5]

7 82.9 [79.7–85.8] 73.2 [68.3–77.7] 63.2 [55.4–70.1] 56.9 [44.6–70.8] 56.5 [46.0–67.0] 43.2 [35.0–52.6] 46.5 [38.0–56.0]

Note: Bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals are shown between square brackets.
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be recommended. However, 2AFC requires repeated pairwise tests

when applied to more than two samples and several terms/attributes.

As perceived terms intensity increased, likelihood of selecting a

CATA term tended to linearly increase. This matched results from pre-

vious research by, for example, Bruzzone et al. (2012), Reinbach et al.

(2014), Oliveira et al. (2018), Jaeger, Chheang, et al. (2020), Choi and

Lee (2019), and Vidal et al. (2021).

At the end range of the intensity scale (6–7), the linear relation-

ship between intensity and likelihood of selecting a CATA term

tended to no longer hold. Instead, the likelihood of selecting a CATA
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F IGURE 2 Line plots of
average CATA citation frequency
(0%–100%) by intensity score
(1 = “not at all” to
7 = “extremely”) shown for each
study in the research with terms
grouped as sensory (black line)
and non-sensory (dotted line)
according to Table 1. In

alphabetical order the plots are:
(a) Study 1 (fresh fruit images,
CLT), (b) Study 2 (yellow kiwi
images, CLT), (c) Study 3 (fresh
fruit images, online), (d) Study
4 (yellow kiwi images, online),
(e) Study 5 (green kiwi images,
online), (f) Study 6 (milk images,
online), and (g) Study 7 (red wine
images, online).
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term increased slowly in the upper range of the intensity scale. This

suggested that CATA questions may be unlikely to discriminate

among samples with similar and high intensity of a given term/attri-

bute. In such situations, the uses of RATA (rate-all-that-apply) ques-

tions may be necessary, as recommended by Vidal et al. (2018, 2021).

Briefly, in RATA questions, participants select if a given term applies

or not to describe a given sample, and if it does, they rate the per-

ceived intensity on an intensity scale. For completeness, it is noted

that RATA questions can also improve discrimination (relative to

CATA questions) among samples with similar and low attribute inten-

sity (Jaeger & Ares, 2022).

Besides contributing to a better understanding of how CATA

questions work, the present research also confirmed large individual

differences in when CATA terms are selected. Fitting expectations,

the average intensity score when CATA terms were selected was

higher than the average score when CATA terms were not selected

for most participants. Inspection of difference scores (Mdiff) revealed

considerable heterogeneity where Mdiff � 0 for some participants

where and Mdiff � 5 for other participants. This was observed in all

studies (Data S1 shows cumulative histograms for Mdiff by study) and

fitted with the earlier finding by Jaeger, Beresford, et al. (2020) sug-

gesting person-specific thresholds exist for CATA term selection. This

suggests considerable individual variability in the perceived intensity

at which people selects a term to describe a sample using CATA ques-

tions, and a key insight from these Mdiff distributions is that there can

exist no universal “conversion” to/from average CATA citation fre-

quency and perceived intensity.

Following the recommendation of Vidal et al. (2021), the present

research extended beyond the use of CATA questions for sensory

product characterization. This was warranted because CATA ques-

tions are also being used to characterize other aspects of eating and

drinking experiences notably emotional associations, conceptualiza-

tions, and situational appropriateness (e.g., Cardello et al., 2022;

Jaeger & Ares, 2022). The key findings replicated for sensory and

non-sensory attributes. However, it was also apparent that the two

sets of results were not identical since the increase in average CATA

citation frequency with increasing intensity scale score tended to be

reduced among non-sensory terms relative to sensory terms. From a

measurement perspective, there is no apparent reason why this

would be the case. However, it does make sense that sensory terms

which are a class of descriptors primarily used to characterize foods

and beverages can be perceived as closer to maximum value (7 =

“extremely”). Conversely, emotions and conceptualizations apply to

a much broader range of stimuli and experiences in life and the varia-

tion experience within the food/beverage domain is likely to be lim-

ited relative to other life experiences. For example, it is possible to

imagine much more intense/extreme feelings of “happy” than those

linked to consuming fresh fruit or plant-based milk (say, graduating

from university, getting married, becoming a parent, etc.), and, like-

wise, it is possible to imagine objects that would be regarded as more

unfamiliar than a white-haired kiwifruit without seeds (say, a UFO, a

dancing robot, etc.). This difference does not diminish the present

results but regards them through an appropriate interpretative lens,

giving focus to the important relationship with is that of an increase

in CATA citation frequency as perceived intensity rises. While this

result could suggest lower sample discrimination may be obtained

using non-sensory attributes compared to sensory attributes using

CATA questions, it must be considered that non-sensory differences

between the focal stimuli were likely smaller than those for sensory

attributes. Thus, before drawing such a conclusion, research with

stimuli selected to span widely across non-sensory features should

be performed. We speculate that stimuli which vary across brand,

packaging, claim, and price variables may lead to results that are

more similar to those seen for sensory attributes in the present

research.

4.1 | Limitations and suggestions for future
research

A central assumption underpinning this research is that the perceived

intensity ratings provided by consumers are “correct.” The interpreta-

tion of CATA citation frequencies is made against the intensity scores,

and it is assumed that participants can accurately scale perceived

intensity and that they use the 7-point intensity scale correctly. The

latter includes the assumption that the intensity scale has interval-

level measurement properties (seen visually in Figure 2 by spacing the

interval scale points evenly apart on the horizontal axes). It is beyond

the scope of the present research to evaluate these assumptions and

doing so would make the paper into one that is focused more on con-

sumers' ability to perform intensity ratings than being a paper that

focuses on understanding how CATA questions work. Nonetheless, if

the intensity ratings were to possess ordinal-level measurement prop-

erties rather than interval-level measurement properties, rank order-

ing would be maintained to reflect increased probability of CATA

term citation. The relationship may look different in terms of the

shape of the sigmoidal-like curve, which, for example, could be very

flat at high intensity while rising more steeply at low intensity and

remaining linear at moderate intensity.

Conducting the research with different product categories and in

different test “locations” increased the generalizability of findings.

This was a strength, but the limitation of this research strategy lay in

not being able satisfactorily explain between-study differences, which

would have required more systematic study-to-study variation. Other

researchers may have preferred this, but the present strategy

increased applied relevance, and this was deemed more important

considering the popularity of CATA questions in these settings. For

this reason, it may also be relevant for future research to compare

rate-all-that-apply (RATA) questions to intensity rating in a similar

manner to that done here and by previous authors.

A systematic difference between studies conducted online and in

CLT conditions was apparent based on participant exclusion according

to Mdiff scores, where Mdiff ≤ 0 was interpreted as low/poor attention

to the task since it is logically inconsistent that average intensity be

higher when CATA terms are not selected compared with when they

are selected. Exclusions in CLT studies were very near absent, while

between 8% and 20% of participants were excluded in the online

studies. This was despite having already implemented a “speedster”
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criterion in the online studies which excluded participants who per-

formed the full survey faster than 1/3 of the median time (see

Data S1 for details). Although the difference between CLT and online

studies can likely be attributed to reduced quality of the data from

online survey (e.g., Brühlmann et al., 2020; Jaeger & Cardello, 2022),

differences in the implementation of the intensity scale could have

also contributed to the lower quality of the data collected in the

online studies. In the CLT studies, the verbal scale anchors were

placed to the left/right of the extreme scale points, while in the CLT

studies they were placed above “1” and “7.” Tentatively, this differ-

ence in layout “compressed” the scale range in participants' minds.

While performance of ratings scales and layout variations in online

research has been investigated (e.g., Lenzner & Höhne, 2022;

Menold, 2020) there are, to our knowledge, no directly relevant past

studies. Considering the increasing interest in online surveys, addi-

tional methodological research is needed to develop best practice rec-

ommendations for the implementation of intensity scales and other

data collection tools.

Because the research used within-subjects experimental designs,

there is a risk that participants purposefully tried to recall previous

answers and make the two sets of answers more similar or that other

biases due to repeating the “same” task twice could have influenced

the results. This cannot be ruled out, but we regard it as unlikely due

to the studies being embedded in larger session sessions/surveys

where other tasks were completed before, between, and after the

data collection focal to the present research. There were no instruc-

tions that drew participants attention to this particular set of tasks or

to work slowly/deliberately that may have increased the cognitive

effort and increased ability to recall previous answers.

The present research was limited to visual stimuli. Further

research is needed to extend the sigmoidal-like relationship between

perceived attribute intensity and citation proportions with

experience-based sensory ratings of smelled or tasted stimuli. Based

on Jaeger, Beresford, et al. (2020), who reported the existence of

person-, attribute-, and category-specific thresholds for selecting a

term in a CATA question, it can be hypothesized that results from the

present research would be replicated.
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